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THEORY OF MEANING 

Crispin Wright 

When we think of a question in some area of enquiry as an 
objective issue, what we have in mind, I take it, is - very crudely 
- that a two-fold distinction is required to do justice to the situ
ation; there is our, perhaps settled, opinion on the one hand, and, 
on the other, the (hopefully concordant) true facts of the matter. 
For the believer in objectivity, human opinion in no sense consti
tutes truth; truth is in no sense supervenient upon human opinion. 

Realism about verification-transcendent statements - the view, 
that is, that we are capable of intellectual grasp of the character 
of a range of facts, or at least possible facts, to which we can have 
no cognitive access - obviously believes in the objectivity of such 
statements. With decidable statements, however, - whatever may 
prove to be the correct general characterization of that class - the 
belief in objectivity cannot have to do with possible verification
transcendence. Rather, what is in play is something like this no
tion: confronted with any decidable, objective issue, there is al
ready an answer which - if we investigate the matter fully and 
correctly - we will arrive at. The objectivity of decidable state
ments consists, in this way, in their possession of determinate, 
investigation-independent truth-values - in their, as I shall call it, 
investigation-independence. 

I believe, rightly or wrongly, that the Wittgenstein of the In
vestigations and Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics is, 
rightly or wrongly, sceptical about investigation-independence, 
and that the grounds for that scepticism are embedded in his 
discussions of rule-following. In the first part of what follows, I 
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want to try to convey, all too hastily I fear, something of the 
character of that scepticism. And in the second part, though again 
I shall have space only to pose certain questions and adumbrate 
certain theses, I shall attempt to sketch some of the challenges 
which I think Wittgenstein's later thought poses to recent ap
proaches in the philosophy of language. 

I 

Investigation-independence requires a certain stability in our un
derstanding of our concepts. To think, for example, of the shape 
of some particular unobserved object as determinate, irrespective 
of whether or not we ever inspect it, is to accept that there are 
facts about how we will, or would, assess its shape if we do, or 
did, so correctly, in accordance with the meaning of the expres
sions in our vocabulary of shapes; the putative investigation-in
dependent fact about the object's shape is a fact about how we 
would describe it if on the relevant occasion we continued to use 
germane expressions in what we regard as the correct way, the 
way in which we have always tried to use those expressions when 
aiming at the truth. The idea of investigation-independence thus 
leads us to look upon grasp of the meaning of an expression as 
grasp of a general pattern of use, conformity to which requires 
certain determinate uses in so far unconsidered cases. The pattern 
is thus to be thought of as extending of itself to cases which we 
have yet to confront. 

It has to be acknowledged, however, that the 'pattern' is, strict
ly, inaccessible to absolutely definitive explanation. For, as Witt
genstein never wearied of reminding himself, no explanation of 
the use of an expression is proof against misunderstanding; verbal 
explanations require correct understanding of the vocabulary in 
which they are couched, and samples are open to an inexhaustible 
variety of interpretations. So we move towards the idea that un
derstanding an expression is a kind of 'cottoning on'; that is, a 
leap, an inspired guess at the pattern of application which an 
instructor is trying to get across. It becomes almost irresistible to 
think of someone who is learning a first language as if he were 
forming general hypotheses. 'Cottoning on' would be forming the 
right hypothesis; and failing to do so would be forming the wrong, 
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or no, hypothesis. And the leap involved would just be that with 
the best will in the world we - the instructors - cannot do better 
than leave an indefinite variety of hypotheses open for selection. 

Well, what is wrong with that picture of the business? On 
occasion, no doubt, we do self-consciously form hypotheses in 
order to interpret what somebody means; people are, for example, 
sometimes embarrassed to confess that they do not know the 
meaning of a particular expression. What is wrong with thinking 
that, when we are learning a new expression, it is always as if we 
formed a hypothesis? It rather depends how circumspect we are 
in our application of the resulting picture. For it makes sense to 
think of someone as having a hypothesis only if he knows what it 
is, that is, what its correctness will require. So the question is 
whether it is legitimate to think of a first-language trainee as 
knowing what he himself has come to mean by an expression, 
what hypothesis about its correct use he has formed. If the 'as if' 
is to be taken literally, we have to be able to credit the trainee 
with knowledge about what we - the instructors - will allow in a 
particular new case if his hypothesis is correct, if his conjectural 
understanding of the relevant expression coincides with ours. So 
the picture encourages, if it does not make absolutely inevitable, 
our drift into the idea that each of us has some sort of privileged 
access to the character of his own understanding of an expression. 
Each of us, that is to say, knows of a particular idiolectic pattern 
of use which he intends his use of an expression to subserve, and 
for which there is a strong presumption, when sufficient evidence 
has accumulated, that it is shared communally. 

The hypothetico-deductive picture thus encourages us to accept 
as a matter of course the rider of certain knowledge of the char
acter of one's own understanding of an expression. And this idea 
is fundamental to our whole conception of concepts, or meanings, 
as stable, on which the idea of investigation-independence feeds. 
But the rider is not a matter of course. It involves an over-digni
fication. In cases where there really is a hypothesis, as in the case 
of the embarrassed man who is trying to guess the meaning of 
some expression, this hypothesis can be formulated and its correct 
application will be open to communal assessment. But when it is 
merely a matter of an 'as if, the trainee will not have the 
vocabulary to tell us what it is he thinks we mean. To be sure, the 
idea of a hypothesis is then psychologically artificial - but it was 
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already conceded to be a mere picture anyway. The more funda
mental objection is that nothing can be done to defend the de
scription that the trainee recognizes how, if his conjectural 
understanding is right, we will treat a particular new case, against 
the more austere account that he simply expects this application 
to be acceptable to us. 

The trouble is to prise apart the fact of what his 'as if hypothesis 
requires from his expectations about the new case - or, what 
comes to the same thing, his response to it. For we cannot tell 
whether he implements his hypothesis correctly, that is, whether 
his expectations here really are consonant with the interpretation 
he has put on our treatment of, say, the samples which we gave 
him; and he cannot provide any basis for a distinction between 
their really being so and its merely seeming to him that they are. 
It would make all the difference if he could tell us what his 
hypothesis was; then there could be a communal assessment of 
the situation. But this is just what he cannot do in the fundamental 
case when the whole idea of a hypothesis about a pattern is meant 
merely as an 'as if' idea. 

The proper conclusion is not merely that the hypothetico-de
ductive picture is potentially misleading, but that there cannot be 
such a thing as first-person privileged recognition of the dictates 
of one's understanding of an expression, irrespective of whether 
or not that understanding is shared. For the only circumstance in 
which it makes sense to think of someone as correctly applying a 
non-standard understanding of, for example, 'square' is where 
there is a community of assent about how, given that that is what 
he means, he ought to characterize this object. 

Now, how exactly do these reflections bear on the idea of 
investigation-independence? What they bear on is the implicit 
idea that if we do not allow the description of certain so far 
uninvestigated objects in certain particular predeterminate ways, 
we shall have broken faith with the patterns of use which we have 
given to the relevant vocabulary. The question is whether it is 
legitimate to think of our mastery of a language as involving 
anything properly seen as a capacity to recognize what preserva
tion of such patterns requires. For suppose that you find yourself 
incorrigibly out of line concerning the description of some new 
case. We have just seen that you can't, single-handedly as it were, 
give sense to the idea that you are at least being faithful to your 
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own pattern; that is, that you recognize how you must describe 
this new case if you are to remain faithful to your own understand
ing of the relevant expressions. How, then, would your disposition 
to apply the expression to a new case become, properly speaking, 
recognition of the continuation of a pattern if it so happened that 
you were not out of line, if it so happened that there was com
munal agreement with you? 

If there can intelligibly be such a thing as a ratification-inde
pendent fact about whether an expression is used on a particular 
occasion in the same way as it has been used on previous occa
sions, then the fact ought to be something which we can recognize 
- or at least be justified in claiming to obtain. Otherwise the 
correct employment of language would become on every occasion 
radically transcendent of human consciousness. But I cannot legit
imately credit myself with the capacity to recognize that I am here 
applying an expression in the same way as I have used it before, 
so long as this capacity is to be indifferent to whether I can 
persuade others of as much or whether that is the way in which 
the community in general uses the expression. How, in that case, 
is it possible for me to recognize that I am using the expression 
in the same way that we used it before? How, where it seems that 
I cannot significantly claim to have grasped an idiolectic pattern, 
can I claim to have grasped a communal one? How does others' 
agreement with me turn my descriptive disposition into a matter 
of recognition of conformity with a pattern, recognition of an 
antecedent fact about how the communal pattern extends to the 
new case? 

To put the point another way: none of us, if he finds himself on 
his own about a new candidate for <I>-ness, and with no apparent 
way of bringing the rest of us around, can sensibly claim to re
cognize that the community has here broken faith with its ante
cedent pattern of application for <1>; the proper conclusion for him 
is rather that he has just discovered that he does not know what 
<I> means. So there can be no such thing as a legitimate claim to 
unilateral recognition that here a community's pattern of appli
cation of a particular expression is contravened. So long as the 
'recognition' is unilateral, it cannot legitimately be claimed to be 
recognition, nor can that state of affairs of which it is supposed to 
be recognition be legitimately claimed to obtain; (though if the 
community can be brought around, it will later be legitimate to 
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claim that the unilateral verdict was correct). But how, in that 
case, can there ever be such a thing as a legitimate claim to 
unilateral recognition of how any particular expression should be 
applied in particular circumstances, if it is to be applied in the 
same manner as previously? How can the mere absence of the 
information that the community at large does not agree legitimize 
the claim to recognition of the fact whose status is supposed in no 
sense to await our ratification? 

Virtually everyone, myself included, will be tempted to reply 
here that a solicitable community of assent just does make the 
relevant difference, just does supply the objectivity requisite to 
transform one's unilateral response into a matter of recognition 
or mistake. Thus in the absence of the information that the com
munity at large does not agree with one's verdict, standard induc
tive grounds will remain intact for the supposition that there will 
be sufficient agreement; and one's claim to have recognized how 
the 'pattern' extends to the particular new case will be justified 
accordingly. But ask, what type of bearing would the discovery 
that one was in line with the rest of the community concerning 
this case have on the question of the correctness of the original 
unilateral verdict? How does finding out that other people agree 
with one make it legitimate to claim apprehension of a fact whose 
status does not require that we acknowledge it at all? Is it that it 
is somehow less likely that lots of people are in error? To suppose 
that such was the correct account would be to confront the un
answerable challenge to explain how the probabilities could be 
established. 

Assuredly, there is truth in the idea that it is a community of 
assent which supplies the essential background against which alone 
it makes sense to think of individuals' responses as correct or 
incorrect. The question is whether it can be explained why there 
should be any truth in this idea unless the correctness or incor
rectness of individuals' responses is precisely not a matter of con
formity or non-conformity with investigation-independent facts; 
for if the contrary account were correct, the role of communal 
assent in determining the correctness of individuals' responses 
would require the capacity of the community as a whole to recog
nize what conformity to antecedent patterns of use required of us. 
And now essentially the same problem arises again that beset the 
attempt to make unilateral sense of correct employment of an 
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idiolect. What is it for a community to recognize that it here 
continues a pattern of application of an expression on which it 
previously embarked? What does it add to describe the situation 
in two-fold terms, of the fact of conformity to the pattern and the 
community's recognition of the fact, rather than simply saying 
that there is communal agreement about the case? It is unclear 
how we can answer. We are inclined to give new linguistic re
sponses on which there is communal consensus the dignity of 
'objective correctness'; but we have, so to speak, only our own 
word for it. If 'correctness' means ratification-independent con
formity with an antecedent pattern, the uncomfortable fact is that 
there is apparent absolutely nothing which we can do to make the 
contrast active between the consensus description and the correct 
description. Of course it may happen that a community changes 
its mind; and when it does so, it does not revise the judgment that 
the former view at one time enjoyed consensus. But that is a fact 
about our cultural procedures; to call attention to it is to call 
attention to the circumstance that we make use of the notion that 
we can all be wrong, but it is not to call attention to anything 
which gives sense to the idea that the wrongness consists in de
parture from a ratification-independent pattern. 

This, I believe, is the fundamental point of the 'Limits of em
piricism' remarks (RFM III, § 71; IV, § 29; VII, §§ 17, 21; cf. OC 
§§ 110, 204). None of us unilaterally can make sense of the idea 
of correct employment of language save by reference to the au
thority of securable communal assent on the matter; and for the 
community itself there is no authority, so no standard to meet. It 
is another matter why we find the idea so attractive that the 
communal language constitutes a network of determinate pat
terns, and that our communal judgment is somehow in general a 
faithful reflection of the world. Probably it is because we do not 
pause to consider how much sense we can really give these ideas; 
and their opposites seem intolerable. 

To put the point in the starkest possible way: how can we 
penetrate behind our consensus verdict about a particular question 
in order to achieve a comparison of our verdict with the putative 
investigation-independent fact? Once we accept the double-ele
ment conception of the situation, verdict and investigation-inde
pendent fact confronting one another, we feel constrained to say 
that all we can know for sure is how things seem to us to deserve 
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description; certainly, we may come to revise our assessment -
but then, again, the revised assessment would be merely what 
seems right. The dilemma we then confront as a community is 
thus essentially that of the would-be private linguist: faced with 
the impossibility of establishing any technique of comparison be
tween our judgment and the putative objective fact, we must 
construe the fact either as something we cannot know at all, or 
- the classic choice for the private linguist about sensations - as 
something which we cannot but know. Wittgenstein's response is 
to urge that both courses are equally disreputable; and that we 
should therefore abandon the conception which leads to the di
lemma. If we do so, we shall reject the idea that, in the senses 
requisite for investigation-independence, a community goes right 
or wrong in accepting a particular verdict on a particular decidable 
question; rather, it just goes. 

II 

Some philosophers, of whom Davidson has been perhaps the most 
committed representative, have recommended work towards the 
construction of formal theories of meaning for natural languages 
as a fruitful way of approaching traditional problems in the philo
sophy of language. Others have agreed at least to the extent of 
accepting that extensive philosophical gains can be expected to 
accrue from consideration of the question: what exact form should 
such a theory ideally take?! What does Wittgenstein's later philo
sophy of language have to say to proponents of these views? 

The question is of course very wide-ranging, and raises a host 
of exegetical problems about Wittgenstein's writings and an army 
of questions concerning the claims which might legitimately be 
made on behalf of the sort of formal theory typically proposed. 
My aim here is not to answer questions but to ask them: questions 
which, I think, will fairly rapidly occur to anyone familiar with 
Wittgenstein's later writings who devotes some thought to the sort 
of programme being advocated by the philosophers of language 
referred to. 

The relevant sort of formal theory of meaning for a natural 
language will consist in an axiomatic system whose deployment 
will enable us, in principle at least, to resolve any well-formed 
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declarative sentence in the language into its essential semantically 
contributive constituents, and to determine its meaning on the 
basis of the structure thereby revealed and the assigned semantic 
values of those constituents. The theory may, as Davidson pro
posed, incorporate an axiomatic theory of truth; or it may utilize 
as its central semantic concept something other than truth. In 
what follows we shall be concerned with the constraints which 
Davidson imposes on any axiomatic theory of truth which is to be 
suitable for the purposes of a theory of meaning; but these con
straints would be no less intuitively cogent if the central theory 
was to be, say, a theory of assertability. And the points to be 
made are applicable equally, if at all, to all theories of meaning 
fitting the above general characterization. 

The crucial issue is of course: to what questions is such a theory 
necessarily able to give answers? Clearly, there are plenty of 
well-established questions in the philosophy of language which a 
theory of this kind need not be capable of addressing at all. To 
begin with, a theory meeting the characterization just given would 
not be required to say anything about commanding, asking wheth
er, or wishing; it would need supplementation with, in the Fregel 
Dummett terminology,2 a theory of force - a theory which makes 
explicit what difference it makes whether a sentence to which the 
original theory assigns a particular truth-condition, say, is under
stood as a command, or question, or wish, or assertion, or any 
other kind of linguistic act which we deem to constitute a further 
kind of force with which an utterance can be made; and goes on 
to describe the grammatical indicators, if any, which the studied 
language uses to mark these various kinds of force. 

It is clear, second, that a whole range of limitations are conse
quent upon the fact that, in the case where the language in which 
the theory is stated is the same as, or an extension of, its object
language, the theory need not, in order to comply with the char
acterization given, say any more about the meaning of any par
ticular semantically atomic expression than can be conveyed by 
incorporation of an appropriate 'homophonic' axiom; that is, an 
axiom in which that very expression is used, in whatever way the 
theory considers appropriate, to state its own meaning. For sup
pose that such an axiom is all the theory has to offer by way of 
elucidation of the semantic role of a particular predicate, 0. Then 
the construction of the theory will neither deliver nor presuppose 
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any account of the vagueness of 16, if it is vague; the theoreticity, 
or observationality, of 16, if it is theoretical, or observational; the 
reducibility of 16 in terms of other predicates, if it is so reducible. 
In these ways, and in general, the theory will fail to speak to the 
question: in what does an understanding of 16 consist - what are 
the criteria for mastery of the use of (/j? And it will keep silence, 
third, on perhaps the most fundamental question of all: what is a 
language - what distinguishes language-use from any other rule
governed, goal-directed activity, and what makes mouthings and 
inscriptions into uses of language? 

Where, therefore, will light be cast? One answer would be that 
a theory of the kind characterized can still be a theory of speakers' 
understanding of the object-language. For we ought to distinguish 
betwee~ giving an account of what an understanding of any par
ticular expression consists in - what, that is, distinguishes anyone 
who possesses that understanding from someone who lacks it -
and giving an account of what is known by anyone who under
stands that expression. It is in general one thing to state a par
ticular item of knowledge, another further to explain what having 
that knowledge essentially is. So, prima facie, a theory of the 
'modest,3 kind may still be presented as an account of understand
ing; it is just that it will purport to characterize only what is 
understood by anyone who knows the meaning of a particular 
expression, and will not attempt to explain what having this un
derstanding amounts to. It appears to be open, then, to the pro
ponents of such a theory to present it as a theory of understanding, 
a theory of speakers' knowledge. Now, that Davidson originally 
so intended his particular brand is strikingly suggested by his 
insistence that an adequate such theory must supply the means to 
derive for each declarative sentence in the language a meaning
delivering theorem in (i) a structure-reflecting way on the basis of 
(ii) a finite axiomatization. 4 The intention of this pair of constraints 
would appear to be to ensure the capacity of the theory to explain 
the familiarly stressed fact that mastery of a typical natural 
language will involve the ability, on the basis of finite training, to 
understand indefinitely many sentences which its speakers have 
never heard before. The goal is, apparently, a model of this 
epistemic capacity; it is desired to understand how it is possible 
for us to recognize the meaning of any given new significant 
sentence in our language. The answer is to be: by deploying the 
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information encapsulated in the axioms germane to the parts of 
the sentence in the manner determined by the structure of the 
sentence, that is, the manner reflected by the mode of derivation 
within the theory of the relevant meaning-delivering theorem. 

Naturally, it would be unwise to insist that only this underlying 
conception of the significance of such a theory could vindicate the 
organization which Davidson proposed it should have. It could 
very well make a difference, to begin with, whether, for example, 
the theory was being constructed as the end of a programme of 
radical translation, in one language for another, or whether the 
goal was rather to use a particular language to state its own 
semantics. It might be that in the former case it would only be by 
observing Davidson's constraints that we could actually construct 
a theory yielding a meaning-delivering theorem for each of the 
object-language's declarative sentences. But in the latter case, 
unless the conception described is presupposed, it is, to say the 
least, a very nice question why, assuming that we have available 
an effective criterion for determining whether an arbitrary 
sequence of symbols is a significant declarative sentence in the 
language in question, we should not simply arrogate the general 
form of T-theorem, or whatever form the meaning-delivering 
theorems take, as an infinitary axiom schema, thereby saving a 
great deal of work. If the goal is not to provide a model of how 
the meaning of an arbitrary declarative sentence in the language 
can be recognized but merely to state what its meaning is, then 
- putting on one side presently irrelevant complications about the 
appropriate form for such a statement to take - it is hard to see 
what objection there could be to such a course. 

How, though, ought we to receive the suggestion that a theory 
which both correctly characterized the meaning of all significant 
expressions in the object-language, and satisfied Davidson's two 
constraints, would explain the capacity of speakers of the object
language to recognize the sense of new sentences? It is part of 
mastery of a language neither to know a theory of this kind 
explicitly, nor to be able to formulate one, nor even to be able to 
recognize a satisfactory formulation if one is presented. (For aught 
we know, there may be no such satisfactory theory for English.) 
But it seems that if such a theory really is to explain the perform
ance of speakers of the object-language, then there has to be a 
sense in which knowledge of its content can be attributed to them. 
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Accordingly, there has been a tendency to invoke some sort of 
notion of implicit knowledge to supply the needed contact of the 
theory with the studied speakers' actual performance.s 

This notion can certainly seem natural enough. Suppose, for 
example, that we were to teach certain dumb illiterates to play 
chess; that is, not merely to mimic chess play, but to play correctly, 
and strive to win. Then it would seem unexceptionable to describe 
such people as possessing knowledge, albeit inarticulately, of ex
actly that information which someone who understands an explicit 
formulation of the rules of chess knows articulately. Taken in one 
way, there is, indeed, nothing objectionable about such a descrip
tion. For giving such a description need commit one to no more 
than that the people in question habitually comport themselves in 
such a way when playing chess as to satisfy any criteria which we 
might reasonably wish to impose on someone's having understood 
an explicit statement of the rules of the game. But in that case, 
to attribute implicit knowledge of such a 'theory' of the game to 
them is to do no more than obliquely to describe their behaviour; 
it is to say that they behave in just the way in which someone 
would behave who successfully tried to suit his behaviour to such 
an explicit statement. 6 

It is doubtful, however, whether it can be this notion of implicit 
knowledge which is relevant to the concerns of a theorist of mean
ing who conceives his goal to be an explanation of how a master 
of the object-language is able to recognize the senses of novel 
sentences, and accepts Davidson's two constraints as necessary if 
that goal is to be achieved. For to have, in the described sense, 
implicit knowledge of the content of a theory of meaning amounts 
to no more than being disposed to employ the object-language in 
the manner which would be followed by anyone who, being suf
ficiently agile intellectually and knowing sufficiently much about 
the world, successfully tried to suit his practice with the object
language to an explicit statement of the theory. So construed, talk 
of speakers' implicit knowledge of the theory is, indeed, mislead
ing; there is no· real suggestion of an internalized 'programme'. 
All that such talk need involve is that speakers' practice fits a 
certain compendious description. But now the question resurges: 
what reason would the theorist have to accept Davidson's two 
constraints, that the theory be finitely axiomatizable and that the 
mode of derivation of each meaning-delivering theorem reflect 
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the structure of the relevant sentence, if his objective were only 
the achievement of such a description? For the fact is that it is 
only the lowest-level output of the theory - the T-theorems, or 
their counterparts in a non-truth-theoretic theory - which purport 
to describe isolable aspects of speakers' practice. So if, as when 
the theory is stated in a language for that very language or a 
fragment of it, it is possible to peel off, as it were, the descriptive 
part of the theory, for example by taking the general form of T
theorems as an infinitary axiom schema, there is apparent, once 
the objective is restricted merely to describing speakers' practice, 
no reason for having the full-blown theory. To suit one's behav
iour to what is stated by the theory is just to suit one's behaviour 
to what is stated by its practice-describing part. So if the theorist's 
aim was merely to formulate a theory knowledge of which would 
suffice for competence in the object-language, there would not 
necessarily be any point in observing Davidson's constraints; no 
advance reason why it would not serve his purpose to axiomatize 
more simply, even if infinitistically, the descriptive part of a theory 
which met those constraints. 

A theory of that truncated form would, of course, seem hugely 
trivial and unexplanatory. It would contribute not a jot to the 
purpose of deVising a framework by reference to which traditional 
philosophical questions about language-mastery could be formu
lated and answered. But if the aim were no more than deliverance 
of an account of the meaning of each declarative sentence in the 
object-language, and if we were content that each instance of the 
relevant axiom schema was of an appropriate form for such an 
account to take, then what more could we want? 

One reason why Davidson's idea has occasioned interest, it 
seems to me, is because it aspires to cast philosophical light on 
the concept of meaning without overt recourse to any intensional 
notions; an attractive promise to any philosopher who sees these 
problems in the way that Quine has taught us to see them. But a 
more fundamental reason for the 'Davidsonic boom', at Oxford 
at any rate, was that a framework seems to be suggested in which 
it would be possible to explain the potentially infinitary character 
of mastery of the sort of natural language which we all speak. 
What I am suggesting is that unless this prospect is to be illusion, 
it has to make sense to attribute to speakers of the studied 
language implicit knowledge of the whole of an appropriate theory 
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of meaning for that language, and to mean by this attribution 
something richer than a mere imputation to speakers of a dispo
sition to suit their practice to the theory's requirements. For im
plicit knowledge, in the latter, weaker sense, of the content of a 
Davidsonian theory would be just the same thing as implicit know
ledge of its T-theorems; and it is manifestly no explanation of a 
man's ability to understand novel sentences in his language that 
he has that knowledge - to attribute that knowledge to him is no 
more than to attribute to him the very ability that interests us. A 
more substantial notion of implicit knowledge of its content is 
therefore going to be required if a theory of meaning is to explain 
how speakers of its studied language are able to recognize the 
meanings of new sentences. The question is whether there is any 
respectable such 'more substantial' notion. 

Wittgenstein's later thought contains a number of prima facie 
challenges to the idea that has emerged: the idea that the poten
tially infinitary character of mastery of a typical natural language 
can be explained by appeal to its speakers' implicit knowledge, 
appropriately richly interpreted, of the contents of a suitable
theory of meaning. 

First, and most obviously, the thesis seems to involve thinking 
of mastery of the language as consisting in (unconscious) equip
ment with the information which the axioms of the theory codify, 
information which systematically settles the content of so far un
constructed and unconsidered sentences. Such a conception is far 
from patently coherent with the repudiation of the objectivity of 
sameness of use involved in the scepticism about investigation
independence sketched above. The first challenge is to demon
strate either that it is right to repudiate that scepticism or that 
there is no real tension - that the explanatory claim made by the 
thesis does not require that we conceive of the meanings of novel 
sentences as investigation-independent, nor presuppose that peo
ple's agreement in their use of language has a foundation of the 
sort which the rule-following considerations would argue to be 
mythical. 

There immediately arises, second, the challenge to show that 
the thesis is not, at bottom, simply an inflated version of the old 
muddle about 'universals' and predicate understanding. It is at 
best harmless to talk of understanding a predicate as 'gra~p of a 
universal'; and it is harmless only if we do not think that we have 
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thereby achieved some sort of explanation of people's capacity to 
agree about the application of the predicate. All that such ter
minology actually achieves is a measure of embroidery upon the 
phenomenon of agreement; for there is no criterion of what it is 
for us to have 'grasped' the same universal save a disposition to 
agree in application of the predicate. But if the fiction of universals 
is no explanation of people's disposition to agree in their basic 
predicative classifications, it is far from clear that the assumption 
of shared implicit knowledge of the content of a theory of meaning 
can provide any genuine explanation of the capacity of speakers 
to agree in their use of new sentences. 

The third challenge is anti-realist in the sense of Dummett. No 
one is in a position to verify that a particular theory of meaning 
states precisely what some speaker implicitly knows. For the 
theorist, the theory has, like any theory, the status of a compound 
general hypothesis; and it ought by now to be clear just how hard 
it would be to defend the view that a speaker of the studied 
language was somehow better placed than an observer of his 
practice to recognize the correctness of a particular theory of 
meaning for his language. But it is unclear how we can achieve 
the kind of explanation of the open-ended character of a speaker's 
competence which is under consideration here unless it is legit
imate to suppose that there is at large some 'fact of the matter', 
that is, that the speaker's use of his language is essentially the 
deployment of some particular body of information which some 
specific theory states. Each axiom of that theory will actually be 
true of the speaker in question. And the challenge is to defend 
this particular invocation of a verification-transcendent notion of 
truth; or to show that it is not needed. 

Each of these challenges deserves a separate, detailed treat
ment, which I cannot attempt here. Certainly, no scepticism is yet 
justified that these challenges can be met, either by an appropriate 
refinement of the requisite notion of implicit knowledge or by 
some more direct defence of it. What I do claim is that, until it 
is shown that the play which the thesis makes with a rich notion 
of implicit knowledge can be defended against these three chal
lenges at least, there is no reason to think that it is within the 
power of the sort of theory which we are considering to serve up 
anything which could rightly be considered an explanation of the 
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open-ended character of the competence of its object-language 
speakers. 

As noted, it is one thing to interpret a theory of meaning as 
codifying information which speakers in some sense possess and 
deploy, another to see it merely as an attempt systematically to 
describe their linguistic practices. I think it is fair to say that it is 
the latter type of interpretation which has held sway among most 
of those philosophers of language who have interested themselves 
in formal theories of meaning, Davidsonian or otherwise. The 
problem, as we have seen, is then to motivate the constraints 
which these philosophers typically wish to impose upon interesting 
such theories. But supposing that this problem could be solved, 
there may still seem to be a very fundamental tension between 
thinking of language as amenable even to description by the sort 
of theory envisaged and the rule-following considerations. For 
surely, it might be supposed, it is necessary, if such a theoretical 
description is to be possible, that what will constitute an admissiblt; 
use of each new sentence whose construction the language in 
question permits is something settled in advance, predetermined 
by the language's semantic essence. The theory is not going to 
confine itself to recording actual, historic uses; its role will be to 
formulate generalizations furnishing predictions about what will 
be counted as correct use, or appropriate response to the use, of 
new sentences, and of old sentences used on new occasions. So it 
seems to be presupposed that the language in question has a 
certain general character, capturable by an appropriate 
generalization-venturing theory. Whereas the moral of the rule
following considerations was - wasn't it? - that we have to regard 
correct use, or correct response to the use, of any particular 
sentence on a new occasion as objectively indeterminate; it is 
what competent speakers do - where competence is precisely not 
a matter of a disposition to conformity with certain 
investigation-independent facts - which determines the correct use 
of expressions, rather than the other way about. Now, how can 
there be such a thing as a general, correct, systematic description 
of a practice which at any particular stage may go in any direction 
without betrayal of its character? There is simply nothing there 
systematically to be described. 

If this doubt was correct, it would not, of course, be merely a 
certain post-Wittgensteinian conception of the proper objectives 
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and methods of the philosophy of language which was in jeopardy. 
Wittgenstein's own presented methodology of assiduous attention 
to facts about the 'grammar' of our expressions would be equally 
guilty of attempting to penetrate through to general traits in our 
linguistic practices. In fact, though, the difficulty is surely quite 
spurious; for there is no reason to suppose that all the purposes 
which we might have in attempting to generalize about aspects of 
our own or others' linguistic practices could be served only if it is 
legitimate to think of those practices as having an objective gen
eral character, as having investigation-independent aspects. If the 
goal of a particular theory of meaning was simply to contribute 
towards supplying a framework in one language for describing 
what counted as correct linguistic practice in the same, or another, 
language, no need for any assumption is really apparent which the 
rule-following considerations would call into question - or better, 
if there was a need for such assumptions, then the difficulty would 
be one not merely for the theory of meaning but for predictive 
theorizing of all kinds. In order for a particular prediction about 
what would be accepted as correct use of an object-language 
sentence in particular circumstances to have practical content from 
the theorists' point of view, it is required neither that they conceive 
of the relevant hypotheses in the theory as codifying certain in
vestigation-independent general features of object-language prac
tice, nor that they conceive of it as predeterminate what behaviour 
by object-language speakers they - the theorists - will count as 
meeting the relevant prediction if they judge correctly. All that is 
required is that they can secure a consensus among themselves 
about whether, in any particular situation, the initial conditions 
of the prediction are fulfilled, and about whether, if they are, the 
performance of object-language speakers meets the prediction's 
requirements. More generally, in order for any hypothesis to have 
a determinate meaning it is required neither that we can render 
philosophically respectable the conception that it depicts some 
objective general trait in the studied range of phenomena, nor 
that it be objectively predeterminate what will have to happen if 
it is to be falsified in any particular situation; our securable con
sensus about its standing in any particular situation is enough. 

The principal effect in this vicinity of the rule-following con
siderations is to caution a believer against allowing his interpre
tation of a theory of meaning to aspire to a bogus objectivity. But 
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they do not, or so it seems to me, impugn the legitimacy of at 
least the most basic purpose with which such a theory might be 
devised: that of securing a description of the use of (part of) the 
object-language of such a kind that to be apprised of that descrip
tion would be to know how to participate in the use of (that part 
of) the language. 

The position at which we arrive is therefore as follows. What
ever goals theories of meaning are to aspire to, there are no 
legitimate constraints on the form such theories should take, save 
those neglect of which would frustrate the achievement of those 
goals. So if the goal is to be the purely descriptive one adum
brated, there will be no point in paying attention to semantic 
structure unless a complete description of the use of (the relevant 
part of) the object-language cannot be given if we do not do so. 
We observed earlier that, where the metalanguage contains the 
object-language there seems to be no very clear reason why it 
should be necessary for the theory to discern structure in order 
for it to fulfil that limited descriptive purpose. And, of course, 
almost all the philosophical interest thought to attach to formal 
theories of meaning depends upon preoccupation with semantic 
structure. So we confront a fundamental question: if, for Witt
gensteinian reasons or others, an appeal to rich implicit knowledge 
is thought illegitimate, can any adequate motive be elucidated for 
the belief that an interesting theory of meaning must be 
structure-discerning? It is to this question that Gareth Evans is 
now, I believe, going to present one strategy for giving an affirm
ative answer. 
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